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Scott Peterson was back in the news this week, allegedly being re-sentenced to life after originally
getting the death penalty back in 2004 for killing his wife and unborn son on Christmas Eve, 2002. I
took one look at this and said to myself, “It looks like someone wants me to do my thing here”. If they
didn't, they should have kept quiet about it.
If you are a reader of mine, you know these events all have the same markers: Jewish actors with links
to Hollywood and/or the peerage, numerology, impossible trials, compromised coroners, and scripts
full of every conceivable hole.
How much does he look like Ben Affleck above? No one ever noticed that, I guess.
Of course I knew going in it was a fake, before even doing any research, just due to its form. They
have been running these events every other year or so for many decades, perhaps centuries, though they
have gotten more common since the 1960s. Intelligence has been in a steep incline since WWII, being
given carte blanche and infinite budgets after Watergate, and they quite literally have nothing better to
do than run fake events every month. There is no real terrorism, domestic or foreign, so they have to
manufacture all of it to keep budgets properly inflated. Events like this one are run to split the sexes
and destroy heterosexual relationships, which achieves many goals, including population control. The
generalized fear it causes also keeps military and police budgets astronomically large, as well as media
and Intel budgets. It also helps sell pharmaceuticals, illegal drugs, alcohol, anti-depressants, porn, junk
and other comfort food, gym memberships, and every other form of compensation. It is a merchant's
goldmine in every way, since lonely miserable people spend far more than happy couples. Lonely
miserable people are also far easier to control and herd, because they are desperate.
The first marker on this fake comes up in the first sentence at Wikipedia:
Laci Denise Peterson (née Rocha; May 4, 1975 – December 24, 2002)[1] was an American woman who

was the subject of a highly publicized murder case after she disappeared while eight months pregnant with
her first child.

Do you see it? The name Rocha is Jewish, think Rocka-feller. All I did was go to thepeerage.com,
where I immediately discovered the la Rochas of Portugal, Spain, Argentina and Brazil, related to the
Bourbons. I could quit there, but I won't. On that page, we also find them related to the Princes von
Bayern, the Princes von Wittelsbach, the Bragancas, the d'Orleans, the von Croys, and the de
Carvalhos.
The next thing I did was look Laci up at Instantcheckmate. According to her mainstream bio, she went
to school and lived in California her whole life, never living anywhere else, and dying at age 27. But
according to the big computers, that isn't true. She has also lived in Texas and Florida. Would that be
before her faked death, when she was working for the CIA, or after? Her address in Florida was
Niceville, which just happens to be Eglin Air Force Base.
I bet some of you still don't believe me. I can just hear you: “You've prejudged this thing going in and
then jumped to conclusions based on a listing from Brazil at the peerage? Could you be any more
kneejerk, jerk!” So this is just for you:
Laci's stepfather was Ron Grantski, and he testified in Scott's trial, which was of course televised. As I
have shown you, all televised trials are faked by the CIA. Ron had been Laci's acting father since she
was two, raising her from a baby, so he was not some distant stepfather. What you may not know is
that Ron was ONI, Naval Intelligence, and was a survivor of the famous false flag attack on the USS
Liberty in 1967 by the Israelis in the Six-Day War. On that page, they try to sell it as real while
admitting it was a false flag attack the Israelis planned to pin on the Arabs. They admit Grantski
himself believed the attack was intentional and that President Johnson ordered a cover-up. Not
admitted is the truth: the attack was planned by both Israel and the US, who were of course allies. But
there was never anything real about it, since it was completely staged, like everything else.
So what are the odds this Grantski agent would be involved in both that fake event and this very
strange murder and trial with his stepdaughter? Just another whacky coincidence, right?
Ron Grantski, originally Granetzki, was also a Sheib and a Soenke, meaning he was also Jewish. Sheib
should be Scheib, see famous spy Israel Eldad Scheib, who lived for a time with Menachim Begin. He
was also active during the Six-Day War. He was a leader of Hazit ha-Moledet, and was also the
publisher of Ha-Ma'as. Which is also a clue. Eldad was a right-wing nationalist Zionist, as was that
publication, so its name should look somewhat strange. Think Hamas, allegedly a Palestinian antiIsrael organization.
Wikipedia gives Laci's father as Dennis Robert Rocha, but that may be wrong. She is not linked to him
by the big computers, her father more likely being Gilberto J. Rocha, age 78, now living in San Luis
Obispo. Laci's mother Sharon Ruth Rocha is a mystery, since the mainstream refuses to give her
maiden name. The big computers also have no maiden name for her, listing her only as Rocha, her first
husband's name. Findagrave scrubs her completely from Laci's page, as do Wikitree and Geni. Very
weird. Although she allegedly married Grantski, she apparently didn't take his name, which was rare
in the 1970s. The computer does not link her to any Grantskis. It links her to her son Brent and two
other female Rochas, which is strange. Those would be her in-laws from long ago, unless her maiden
name is also Rocha. The only other links we get are to Nancy Galati and Amy Woodard. Galati is also
listed as a Rocha, meaning she would be another in-law. She links us to Roberts and Spencer. She is

the same age as Sharon, so maybe a sister-in-law? Woodard is 40 but otherwise gives us nothing. We
do find a Dennis Rocha linked to these people, but he is conspicuously linked to these other ladies, but
NOT Sharon. He has Buckeye, AZ, on his list, which is Luke Air Force Base.
Through her father, Laci is also a Cunha, a Cotta, a Pereira (Peron), and related to a Burkhart through
her great aunt. Her grandmother is scrubbed like her mother. Wikitree admits these Rochas come from
Portugal, specificially. . . the Azores. This means these Rochas come from Antonio Jose Rocha y
Lima, the first documented Portuguese settler in California, who came to Los Angeles in about 1820.
He owned La Brea Rancho, later site of the famous tarpits. He was very wealthy and also built a mill
at Mission San Gabriel. His house later became LA City Hall and Courthouse. So that's who these
Rochas are. Antonio Rocha was born in Santiago del Sopa, Portugal, and his wife was a Lima, of the
Limas for which the capital of Peru is named. Like the Rochas, they were Jewish and later were linked
also to the Netherlands and South Africa. See Nehemia de Lima, a prominent Zionist banker in
Holland and director of the Jewish National Fund in the 1920s. Also see Joseph Suasso Lima, a
Portuguese Jew born in Holland who became the father of Dutch Journalism in South Africa. These
Limas were also active in the Sicilian mafia, see Salvatore Lima, who was in Andreotti's cabinet in the
1970s and the European Parliament in the 1980s. But he is most famous for allegedly being gunned
down by the mob in 1992, as one of their own who had failed to follow orders.
We just saw that Laci was a Pereira, which means she is also related in at least two lines to Venceslau
de Sousa Pereira de Lima, Prime Minister of Portugal in 1909. The name Venceslau links him back to
the kings of Poland, Bohemia, Hungary and Croatia named Wenceslaus, who were also Phoenicians, of
the famous Premyslid line, which soon joined to the Habsburgs in the late 1200s. Venceslau was a
Portuguese prince, related to many other of the top noble lines there, including the Princes of Sapieha,
who again link us to Polish royalty. You may remember that one of them, Cardinal Adam Sapieha was
the teacher (read handler) of Pope John Paul II, who was also Polish. And who of course was also the
subject of a famous (fake) assassination attempt.

Do you want to guess when Mehmet Ali Agca, the fake shooter there, allegedly got out of prison? Go
ahead, you know it: January 18, 2010. Aces and eights. Agca came out of the Grey Wolves, a fake
front of Turkish/British Intelligence somewhat like the Black Panthers. Before being released in 2010,
he had previously been pardoned by the Pope he allegedly shot and converted to Catholicism. After
being pardoned he was sent to Turkey, which had a host of charges against him, including murder,
jailbreaking multiple times, and many other charges. Somehow we are supposed to believe most of
them were dismissed or reduced, leading to a total sentence of just ten years. In Turkey! I guess the
scriptwriters there weren't the same ones who wrote Midnight Express.

But let us return to the name Lima. Also see Vicente Solana Lima, a billionaire newspaper publisher
and Peroniste who was Vice President of Argentina in the 1970s, welcoming Juan Peron back from
exile and becoming his Chief of Staff. Remember, Peron=Pereira, so it is all the same people once
again.
This means that Laci (Rocha y Lima) Peterson is probably a cousin of Floriana Lima, who played a
lesbian detective in Supergirl on CW. Ironically, she had previously starred in The Mob Doctor on
Fox, and ABC's The Family. She also played an FBI agent on Allegiance.

But perhaps the biggest clue in the Peterson case is that the big computers have no listing for a Scott
Lee Peterson, age 49, of San Diego, San Luis Obispo, Modesto and San Quentin, CA, related to
Rochas. The only listing they have at Intelius or Instantcheckmate for a Scott Peterson of Modesto is
Jason Scott Peterson, 50, also of Fort Bragg and Colorado Springs. Which fits our story like a glove.
We also find a Scott E. Peterson of San Diego, age 55, also with many military bases on his list,
including Ft. Huachuca, Ft. Irwin, USAF Academy in Colorado Springs, and Ft. Carson. So I think we
have our man.
San Quentin has Scott Peterson listed, so they have faked a record. But given that record, why don't
the big computers know of it? San Quentin is not on his list. Prison records should be some of the
easiest for these big computers to compile, since they are public government records. I would guess it
is because the fake prison record is only created as an internet page, to fool people like you and me.
But the record isn't part of the real prison system, which is what the big computers tie into.

That's supposed to be his 2011 mugshot. Nothing was happening in his case in 2011, so I don't know
why they needed another mugshot. He had already allegedly been in for seven years, on deathrow.
But I see another problem. He is very tan, isn't he? How do you stay so tan sitting in a little cell on
death row for seven years? In San Francisco where it is always cool and cloudy? Compare it to the
picture of him above, under title. I guess we are supposed to believe he has a big bay window he sits in
all day long, sunning his face. Or maybe they have tanning beds on death row at San Quentin. More

likely he got that tan on the golf courses of Phoenix.
And here's another big clue everyone has missed: his mother is a Latham. Jacqueline Helen Latham.
Just sounds posh, doesn't it? We first saw that name in my research in a guest paper on F. Scott
Fitzgerald. If you remember, the early research there was done from a book by Aaron Latham—
husband of Leslie Stahl—and my guest writer found it strange that Latham should come out of Spur,
TX, a tiny little town in the middle of nowhere. Well, we later solved that mystery, since the Lathams
are Jewish and come out of the peerage. They have 228 entries there, including the Barons of Hendon
and the Baronets and Barons of Crow Clump, Surrey. Jacqueline was also a Poe, a Hixon, a Miller, a
Rains, and a Kennedy. The Lathams, baronets of Crow Clump, recently married the Russells of
Vancouver, putting us fairly close to California. Peterson's Lathams were from Los Angeles, his
grandfather being John Harvey Latham and his great-grandmother being Wynton D. Kennedy.
The Latham/Kennedy link proves these aren't some downmarket Lathams who dropped off the main
lines. The Lathams and Kennedys have been marrying for centuries on both sides of the pond, but only
the top Lathams. The Lathams also link us the Bathursts/Hursts/Hearsts. Also related to the Bouviers,
giving us another link between the Kennedys and Bouviers long before JFK married Jacqueline. Also
related to the Arbuthnots and through them to the Stewart-MacKenzies. The Lathams of the peerage
are related to the Millers, and as we just saw, Peterson's mother Latham was also a Miller. The peerage
Lathams are also related to the Jellicoes, Earls of Jellicoe. Also to the Moores, Earls of Drogheda, who
link us to the Kennedys again as well as the Hamiltons, Kerr-Clarks, and FitzAlan-Howards.
And here's another pretty “coincidence” for you. Just before Christmas 1945, John Harvey Latham,
age 32, Scott Peterson's grandfather, was allegedly murdered by a Robert Sewell, who was then sent to.
. . San Quentin. Strange, since he was allegedly murdered in San Diego, which is in Southern
California, of course. San Quentin is in Northern California. Do you think they didn't have any prisons
in Southern California in 1945?
And yet another coincidence: the coroner in the Laci Peterson case was a. . . Peterson. No relation,
they tell us. Right. They always say that and we have never once found it to be true. The judge sealed
the autopsy reports, which is also a clue. There is no reason to seal evidence in a real trial. Evidence is
sealed in these fake trials because the CIA doesn't want to have to fake it. They know they will make
more stupid mistakes and that people like me with catch them at it.
Laci and Scott were allegedly married on August 9, 1997. Hmmm. Do you recognize that date? No?
The Tate Murders were August 9. Why would the writers reference that? Because Laci was 8 months
pregnant, same as Sharon Tate in that fake story.
The Peterson's dog was allegedly named McKenzie. Who names their dog McKenzie? Well, peerage
scriptwriters in Langley do, I guess, especially Petersons who are also Lathams who are also
MacKenzies. Reminds us of McKenzie Phillips, doesn't it? The daughter of John Phillips of the
Mamas and the Papas, remember, who slept with her father? The Phillips were also related to all these
people, so that is no coincidence, either. That's how awful these people are: they not only don't mind
faking these gruesome murders to mess with you, they also don't mind sleeping with their own
daughters.
When police first searched the Peterson home,
One detective found a phone book on a kitchen counter, opened to a full-page ad for a defense

lawyer.

That's a little over the top, isn't it? These writers in Langley got a bit too creative there, I would say.
Do you really think a “very calm and composed” Scott Peterson is going to accidentally leave a
phonebook open to a defense attorney? “Hey, the police are on their way over, I think I will take this
opportunity to rummage through the yellow pages for a defense attorney and then let the police know
that is what I am doing, to show my innocence!” Why not just leave a bloody shoe on the counter?
Next we are told Scott couldn't even keep his basic story straight, telling them one day he had gone to
play golf, and the next day telling them he had been fishing at the time. Really? And we are supposed
to believe he was just that stupid? It wasn't just the details he goofed, he goofed the main story on
consecutive days.
We are told Scott called Laci's parents on the day she disappeared, and they called the police
immediately. The very next day 30 police on horseback, with dogs and water rescue units, began
scouring the entire area, backed up by dozens of family and neighbors. In the first two days, around
900 people were involved in the search. It doesn't work that way, except when the CIA is in charge.
People disappear all the time, and in real events 1000 people aren't scouring the ditches and rivers the
very next day. Normally it takes 48 hours before the police will even accept a missing person report,
since most people turn up safe in that time. The initial assumption by authorities is that the person left
for some reason of their own. Without strong evidence of foul play, the police aren't going to invest 30
officers in a wild goose chase. They would have had to have found bloody footprints on the floor or
bloody gloves in Peterson's car to begin that sort of search, and they didn't. Also suspicious is the
reward immediately offered. If Peterson was just a fertilizer salesman, where did the money come
from for this huge reward? Are they admitting Rocha's family were millionaires? Very soon they had
posted a half-million dollar reward. You would think Laci Peterson was a Hearst or a Rothschild or
something. Or. . . a Rockefeller. Or. . . they knew they wouldn't have to pay the reward, so they knew
they could make it as high as they wanted. Laci was hiding out somewhere, maybe Vancouver or
someplace, so no reward would ever have to be paid. The reward was for the “safe return” of Laci, so
it wasn't paid to the people who allegedly found the fetus or the decomposed body of Laci.
Three and a half months later, the fetus and body of Laci were found in very suspicious circumstances.
The fetus was found first, and they initially reported the umbilical cord was still attached, as if the baby
was somehow ripped out of the body. But that turned out to be false, since they later admitted the
autopsy report contradicted it. So why would they ever report it in the first place? To traumatize the
readers and TV watchers, especially the women. This was a Men-are-Pigs event, remember, so the
more awful it made Scott Peterson look, the better. Even more unbelievable is the idea that someone's
dog found the fetus on a walk, and that it was well preserved. We are told its skin was not
decomposed at all. After 3.5 months? That is absolutely impossible. And beyond the question of
decomposition, if the dog on a walk could find it, any other dog or animal could have found it
previously. It would have been eaten by animals long ago. This story is for people who don't know
anything about nature. Do you really think all the vultures and crows in the area said to themselves for
3.5 months, “Wait, we smell it, but that is a human fetus, we can't eat that! Let's cover it with leaves to
hide it from the coyotes! They can't smell through leaves, you know.”
In another mad coincidence, Laci's torso allegedly washed up on shore nearby the very next day! What
incredible timing! And see if you can spot the contradiction here:
One day later, a passerby found the body of a recently pregnant woman, wearing beige pants and a

maternity bra, washed up on the eastern [21][41][45] rocky shoreline of the bay, [41] one mile away
from where the baby's body was found. [41][45] The corpse was decomposed to the point of being
almost unrecognizable as a human body. The woman had been decapitated and her limbs were
missing,[43] including most of her legs.

Hmmm. So a torso with no legs was wearing beige pants? How does that work? And why would she
be wearing a maternity bra? She hadn't even had the child yet. Who wears a maternity bra at eight
months? A maternity bra is made for breastfeeding. Who was she breastfeeding, the sharks? Speaking
of sharks, we again have that problem. Bodies don't last in the sea for 3.5 months, especially close to
shore. They either get eaten by sharks, or they get washed ashore fairly quickly and get eaten by land
animals. So all this is ridiculous.
But it won't stop. Next they tell us the fetus was not decomposed because it had been protected by the
uterus. What? That would mean the fetus was ripped out of the body after it washed ashore, carried
more than a mile away, and then left there in almost pristine condition. So we are supposed to believe
that a fetus inside a body floating in the ocean for 3.5 months is protected both from sharks and from
seawater, and will not look like it has been soaking in seawater for 3.5 months? Interesting. Also that
this same body, still pristine, will be ripped out of its mother's body by an animal which carries it over
a mile in its mouth (we suppose, unless it was found by an ape), but then for some reason decides not to
eat it, leaving it for the nice doggy to find. OK.
The story of Scott Peterson's capture is just as absurd, since we are expected to believe he was arrested
near La Jolla on his way to Mexico. They don't say how he thought he was going to just drive across
the border in his Mercedes, since he didn't have a fake ID and his face had already been pasted across
the news in California. Since his car was “overstuffed”, he would certainly have been searched at the
border. Also amusing is that he was said to have been found with Viagra. Don't know what that was
about, unless they were trying to sell Viagra by including it in the story. Maybe it was product
placement by Pfizer. Peterson was only 31 at that point, and most guys that age—especially ones with
multiple mistresses—don't need Viagra to get it up.
The judge Aldo Girolami also has a strange bio. He came out of the military, becoming a claims
adjuster in his 20s. He supposedly entered law school very late, graduating at age 30. He was an
assistant DA under Donald Stahl, and we are supposed to believe Governor Deukmejian appointed him
to the bench from that position—assistant DA. Not really believable. He already looks like another
cousin, since we have already seen the name Stahl above. The Lathams are related to the Stahls, and
were, even back in the 1980s. Leslie Stahl married Aaron Latham in 1977. I tried to look up Girolami
at Lawbrain and Ballotpedia, but guess what? He is not listed at Ballotpedia, and Lawbrain no longer
exists. I guess my use of it to out Marcia Clark and many others was too much for them, so they had
to kill the entire site. Lawbrain had been up since 2010 and it contained over 5000 pages of legal
information. Gone. Memoryholed.
With Girolami, we can get the information elsewhere. Intelius admits he is related to Catherine
Westover, who then links us to Capones and Stewarts. Guess who those Capones are related to. The
Petersons. Denise Capone in Girolami's list links us to Florence Peterson, who links us to Roy R.
Peterson, 79, of Riverside and Loomis.
The prosecuting attorney is also suspicious. Rick Distaso not only came out of the Army, he was Judge
Advocate General's Corps, JAG, where he reached the rank of. . . c'mon, you know it. . . Lieutenant
Colonel. The truth? You can't handle the truth! After the trial, Governor Schwarzenegger appointed

him a Superior Court judge, but he only lasted a couple of years there (if at all), soon redeploying to
Afghanistan where he was the Commander of the 75 th Legal Operations Unit of JAG. He ended up as a
judge in the Army's 4th Judicial Circuit. None of that is the normal bio of a prosecutor in Stanislaus
County, it goes without saying. His bio at Wiki has a conspicuous hole from 1996 to 2004. We are
told he was a prosecutor, but not told his position. Wiki links to a May 31, 2004, article at the
SFChronicle, but it is gone. The Wayback Machine has a capture, but it is of the “item not found”
page. However, I finally figured out that is because the URL was wrong. I corrected it and was taken
to this page at SFGate, where we find exactly what I expected going in: Distaso was the deputy DA.
Like Rittenhouse's prosecutor Binger we just looked at a few weeks ago, Distaso had been a deputy DA
for eight years, never getting promoted. Not really believable for a hotshot captain coming out of JAG.
And again we ask the question, why was the deputy DA leading this nationally televised prosecution?
Did the DA of Stanislaus County have something better to do? He had more high profile cases to
attend to? No, the answer is that the real DA had to work on real trials, so he couldn't be tapped to
spend all this time on this fake trial. So they had to bring in this JAG agent and create a backstory for
him. It's all pretty obvious.
You will tell me the other prosecutor, Dave Harris, was the DA. Nope. He was also alleged to be a
deputy DA.
Distaso's other big case before that was also fake and also Men-are-Pigs: the case of computer expert
Douglas Mouser, who just happened to have top security clearance at Lawrence Livermore labs. He
allegedly strangled his stepdaughter Genna Gamble in their Modesto home. Can you say Proctor and
Gamble? They admit this case was also prosecuted on circumstantial evidence. Which of course
should be impossible, given the definition of circumstantial evidence. Circumstantial evidence isn't
enough to get a prosecution in a murder trial, and the jury would be told that by the judge. Here's what
fellow prosecutor Birgit Fladager said about that after the trial:
Fladager believed the lack of forensic evidence actually made the case stronger. “It’s hard to
attack circumstantial evidence,” she said.

Really? Fladager also worked on the Peterson case, so maybe she was the DA? Nope, she didn't
become DA until 2006. Despite there being no real evidence in the Mouser case or any presented at
trial, no appeals court, including the California Supreme Court, ever agreed to look at the case. I
wonder why? It couldn't be due to a memo they got from the CIA. Mouser was given 15 years to life
for second-degree murder, but we are supposed to believe that after 22 years, no parole board has ever
noticed he was convicted on zero evidence? And guess what, the big computers don't know that
Mouser is in Valley State Prison in Chowchilla—which isn't even a prison for murderers to start with.
It is minimum security. MyLife has a listing for this Douglas Mouser, age 61, with a current address
on Jacksonville Road in Jamestown, with a previous address of Peppermint Circle, and one before that
in Sonora. Is Valley State Prison in Jamestown? No, it is more than an hour away, on the other side of
Merced. Funny, since the California Prison website says Mouser is currently in Chowchilla.
Here's the photo of Genna Gamble, who allegedly died at age 14, that they have posted at Findagrave
in the lead position:

I guess they couldn't find one of her spitting in your face.
Also a problem is that once again Distaso was supposed to have been appointed to a judgeship right out
of deputy DA. That doesn't happen. Do you think that of all the practicing attorneys in the state of
California, the governor is going to appoint a deputy DA to a Superior Court judgeship? How would
you feel if you were a longstanding DA in a large county, and the governor passed you by again in
favor of someone's deputy?
OK, on the way out I want to remind you that it is not only the government, media, and Intel that has
been lying to you all the livelong day. It is also the legal profession. All attorneys and judges should
know what I have just told you, especially if they are trial lawyers. Unless they are idiots, they should
be able to spot these famous trials as fakes, especially the televised ones. So if you have any of these
people in your family, you may want to ask why they never told you they were fake. I have known
many attorneys, and none of them ever whispered in my ear that famous trials were obvious fakes. No
attorneys that I have ever heard of have gone online or gone public in books or interviews telling you
what I have told you. Why is that?
As I have said before, it is obviously because you don't get ahead in your field by blowing it all as a
vast hoax. That is easy to understand. But it isn't the end of the story because you would think one or
two might quit the field and take up something else, freeing them up to tell the truth. Nope, not once in
the history of the world. Which doesn't say much for the legal profession, does it?
Personally, it doesn't do much for my opinion of the law in general. There is no hope for me in jury
duty, is there? What am I supposed to do, raise my hand and tell the judge I can't be a juror because I
have proof the entire system is a vast fraud? It is a guarantee of dismissal as a juror, but what then?
Would the court simply let it go at that? Doubtful.

